THE ASCENT OF ENGLAND (1815-48)
a holding of about eighty acres. The reason that leaseholders
did not vote was that Parliament originally met in order to
grant supplies, and the direct grants were only assessed upon
inheritable leases (which were freehold) or upon allodial land,
which was what we should call to-day 'land owned out and out.'
In practice this system meant that the onerous and expensive
business of going all the way up to London to bargain with the
King for special needs of his which demanded special grants
-would be taken up by local squires, called knights of the shire.
But in time the great bulk of the House of Commons came
to be made up not of these, but of members for the boroughs,
some being towns of importance, others ordinary country
market towns or small ports, others decayed towns which
might be no more than villages—some even with hardly any
inhabitants. When the great landowners had substituted them-
selves for the Crown after the Civil War of the seventeenth
century the House of Commons became, with the House of
Lords, one of their committees. Squires sat in it as members
for the shires or nominated men of their class or hangers-on of
their own for boroughs which they overshadowed. There were
exceptions; the voting in boroughs was very various, but when
the practice had grown up of having contested elections it was
nearly always members of the governing class—with such
dependants as they chose to favour—who were returned to the
House of Commons.
The first great French Revolution, spreading the idea that
a Parliament should be the mirror of the nation, had made this
old state of affairs look anomalous. The possession of votes
through the control of boroughs in the hands of rich men could
not be squared with the idea that a representative Parliament
should express the will of the nation. That unworkable idea
was still in vogue because it had had such a very short trial.
Even France had only known it in a most imperfect form for a
very few years at the beginning of the Revolutionary effort.
But though the experiment of representation had not been really
tested, the idea survived, and powerfully affected a considerable
body of Englishmen—certainly a majority of the wealthier class
other than the landed interest. The new great capitalists of
industry and banking asked themselves why the towns whence
they had risen—now the sources of England's wealth and the
seat of those manufactures which were becoming more and more
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